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Abstract

This study involves the design, development, tes<ng, and analysis of a new Internet of Things
(IoT) pla5orm designed speciﬁcally for use in elementary school classrooms. The Internet of
Things is any network of physical devices that can share informa<on over the internet. IoT
technology has the power to revolu<onize how we communicate with the devices we use every
day and has the poten<al to help solve some of the world’s largest problems. As more products
are engineered to be internet enabled, it is important that we start teaching young students
about smart, connected products. Currently, there are no educa<onal pla5orms appropriate for
elementary school students to enable them to build their own IoT systems. The new pla5orm
was developed as a way to introduce elementary school students to the Internet of Things by
allowing them to build their own smart connected products. This technology was developed
using low-cost parts and manufacturing techniques, and it could be deployed in a classroom of
30 students for under $1,000, which is signiﬁcantly less than the cost of other technology
pla5orms targeted at elementary classrooms. The pla5orm was tested in two sec<ons of a
second grade coding class at a private school in Cambridge, MassachuseNs.
The user test consisted of three, one-hour classes where second grade students used the new
IoT pla5orm to build solu<ons to an engineering design prompt. The results showed that
second grade students were easily able to understand the main idea behind the Internet of
Things and use the beneﬁts of connected devices to build more complex systems than they
would have been able to build without an internet connec<on. Of the fourteen students who
tested the pla5orm, every student successfully built their own IoT ar<fact, and eleven students
were able build their own IoT system as well as interact with their classmates’ systems in a
meaningful way. The solu<on diversity and important peer-to-peer discussions sparked by the
use of the new pla5orm illustrated both the technical viability of the new technology and the
important learning outcomes generated by enabling students to create their own smart
connected products. While there are many improvements that could be made to this pla5orm,
the ini<al tes<ng results prove that it has great promise and that the Internet of Things can, in
fact, be integrated into elementary school classrooms.
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1. Introduc6on
1.1 Background

The Internet of Things (IoT) is any system where devices communicate wirelessly through the
internet. These devices can be anything from everyday objects, such as watches and
refrigerators, to complex compu<ng devices. When products are connected to the internet,
accessing informa<on and exer<ng control over them can be done quickly and easily from any
loca<on that also has an internet connec<on and the proper security clearance. This
connec<vity has applica<ons in areas spanning from personal convenience to remote health
monitoring to smart transporta<on systems [1]. An IoT system (Figure 1 below) contains three
main components: (1) physical devices (things) including sensors and/or actuators, (2) data/
device management soeware, and (3) data interac<on interface. Through a connec<on to the
internet, informa<on that otherwise would be diﬃcult and expensive to obtain from physical
devices can be easily accessed and leveraged. Most importantly, smart, connected products are
changing how people interact with the technology that makes up a large part of the world
around them, causing a shie in how technology is both used and designed [1].
For example, cars are incredibly complex machines that contain a plethora of sensors to monitor
everything from ﬂuid levels to doors being open or closed. Most of this informa<on is displayed
on the dashboard, where only the driver of the vehicle can see it. While having access to this
sensor data is helpful to the local user, it could be incredibly powerful if it could be correlated
with sensor data from other vehicles as well. Internet enabling automobiles would allow for
manufacturers to track equipment failure in real <me, and even push updates that could
improve fuel eﬃciency. Addi<onally, the data from the automobile could be accessed by third
party applica<ons [2]. This means that the next <me your car is due for an oil change, a third
party applica<on could be no<ﬁed, check your calendar and the available oil change
appointments at the nearest dealership, and schedule the appointment for you. Tesla Motors
has deployed many some of these IoT concepts in their vehicles, which not only beneﬁts
costumers, but also gives Tesla important insights into their own product. For example, Tesla
had a small issue with one of their charger plugs catching on ﬁre. Rather than having to recall
the plug and give every customer a new one, they were able to ﬁx the problem for the aﬀected
29,222 vehicles via a soeware update [3].

The Internet of things also has immense poten<al for improving the infrastructure of en<re
ci<es. Parking is a challenge faced by ci<es around the world. The vast number of people in
congested ci<es constantly searching for parking contributes to pollu<on, leads to traﬃc
incidents, and nega<vely aﬀects the income of small businesses because poten<al customers
can’t ﬁnd parkings spaces. While sensors to monitor parking spaces exist in some parking lots/
structures, there are no ci<es that have deployed an en<re network of parkings sensors. As
network technology becomes more sophis<cated, it is predicted that some ci<es will start to
install sensors in parking spaces. This will not only allow city oﬃcials to more easily monitor for
parking viola<ons, but will also help residents more easily ﬁnd parking [2].

Figure 1: Graphical Representa<on of the Internet of Things
While the Internet of Things has the poten<al to change the world, it is not without its own set
of unique and challenging problems. Beyond ﬁnding seamless ways to integrate an internet
connec<on into everyday devices, IoT also presents challenges in the areas of accessibility,
connec<vity, data management, and security [4].

As discussed earlier, Tesla Motors has incorporated the Internet of Things into all of their
vehicles. While this beneﬁts both Tesla and Tesla owners, it also presents issues in the area of
security. The Tesla’s internet connec<on opens the vehicle up to the poten<al of being hacked,
which would give a poten<ally malicious person access to informa<on about the vehicle and
even control certain aspects of the vehicle itself. In May of 2016, a group of researchers in at the
University of South Carolina in collabora<on with China’s Zhejiang University were able to use
radio, sound, and light eminng tools to deceive Tesla’s autopilot sensors. This essen<ally fooled
the car into thinking there were no objects in its path when there actually were. This could
theore<cally lead to a crash if the sensors are tricked into thinking the vehicle has a clear path
when in reality there are obstacles in the way. While they were only successful in doing this with
sta<onary cars a handful of <mes, it illustrates the new types of problems that IoT developers
will need to consider as they con<nue to develop and improve smart connected products [5].
Accessibility is another important problem that will need to be addressed as the Internet of
Things con<nues to rise in popularity. Smart connected products require an internet connec<on,
and a report published in the Interna<onal Journal of Informa<on Dissemina<on and
Technology indicates that just under half of the world’s popula<on has access to an internet
connec<on on a daily basis [6]. This implies that IoT use will be limited to the half of the word
that has internet access. Finding ways to increase internet accessibility to allow for a larger part
of the world’s popula<on to have access to smart connected products will be an important
challenge faced by future IoT developers.
As the Internet of Things becomes more and more integrated into everyday technologies, it is
crucial that students begin learning about and interac<ng with the Internet of Things from a
young age. Project based techniques are oeen deployed to teach young students about Science,
Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) concepts. However, this project based learning
requires both technology tools to facilitate learning as well is curricula to help educators
structure and execute these lessons [7]. The Internet of Things is no excep<on, and will require
both curricula and appropriate technological tools in order to be incorporated into classrooms.

1.2 Literature Review

Extensive research has been conducted about the importance of hands-on learning in
classrooms from preschool to college. In the last twenty years, there has been a strong
movement towards increasing the amount of opportuni<es students have to engage in making
and playful learning during the instruc<onal school day as an aNempt to counter the shie
towards increased tes<ng and quan<ta<ve accountability in classrooms. This is mo<vated by the
theory of construc<onism, which is the idea that people learn more when they engage in
learning experiences that involve some form of hands-on construc<on [8]. Howard Gardner’s
theory of mul<ple intelligences suggests that there are a variety of ways in which students
demonstrate their knowledge and intellect [9]. From Gardner’s theory, it is understood that not
all students learn the same way, and therefore providing learning experiences that welcome a
mul<tude of thought processes and encourage a diversity of student solu<ons will lead to more
posi<ve learning outcomes. Addi<onally, crea<ng a classroom environment where there are
mul<ple “right” answers will promote peer learning and increase collabora<on [10]. Teaching
about the Internet of Things can be more successful if educators aNend to these pedagogical
constructs. It isn’t enough to lecture on the value and poten<al hazards of smart, connected
devices, students need to be able to experience the technology and the process of crea<ng with
it for themselves.
At the college level, the Internet of Things is taught in a variety of ways using a handful of
available technologies. At the University of Zagreb in Croa<a, students have been learning about
the Internet of Things since as early as 1993, using internet-enabled microprocessors such as
the Arduino and ESP9266 pla5orm. With these technologies, students create their own models
of exis<ng systems, such as traﬃc lights, to learn about sequen<al control using IoT, and explore
diﬀerent computer programs for data storage and visualiza<on [11]. Numerous low-cost
development boards such as Arduino, Raspberry Pi, and Beaglebone Black have become more
accessible for high school and college students [12]. These boards allow students to connect
their projects to the internet. Using these boards almost always requires knowledge of coding,
breadboarding, and other high-level engineering skills. These higher level skills are a large
barrier to entry for many educa<onal ins<tu<ons and are certainly not accessible to primary
schools.

The micro:bit (Figure 2) is an example of a microprocessor widely used in elementary school
classrooms. The micro:bit is a small programmable physical compu<ng device, designed to be
intui<ve for young makers and appropriate for use in a variety of formal and informal learning
environments. It has an LCD matrix display, two buNons, a built in accelerometer, a temperature
sensor, a light sensor, and is bluetooth low energy (BLE) and radio compa<ble [13].

Figure 2: BBC micro:bit
The micro:bit can be programmed via a computer in several diﬀerent languages accessible to
young students, including Scratch and Microsoe Make Code [13]. While the micro:bit oﬀered
elementary school educators with a tool to teach young students to code, it lacks a build system
and therefore limits students to the ream of compu<ng, as opposed to being able to build their
own complete solu<ons to engineering design problems. Addi<onally, the radio feature allows
for students to connect two micro:bit together, and wirelessly talk between the two. However,
the radio is dependent on proximity, and therefore does not oﬀer the same beneﬁts as devices
connected via an internet network.
The Wio system is a plug-and-play pla5orm designed to eliminate the need for some of these
higher-level skills [8]. While it is deﬁned as a highly customizable IoT pla5orm compared to
other pla5orms with similar func<onality, the Wio system is not currently being leveraged in an
educa<onal senng. Rather, it is being used by individuals interested in doing their own IoT
projects ranging in complexity from a remote dog feeding system [14] to a prototype for an
internet-enabled augmented reality (AR)/virtual reality (VR) system [15].

While the idea of smart connected products is becoming more relevant in everyday life, there
are very few technologies available to teach young students about how the Internet of Things
works and why it’s important. Products such as the par<cle photon, Arduino Uno Wi-Fi, and the
Adafruit Feather board are available for makers to purchase and use in their Do-It-Yourself (DIY)
projects, but they are not appropriate or accessible for young students. Pla5orms that are
appropriate for young students, such as Makey Makey and LEGO WeDo, lack a connec<on to the
internet, and therefore can’t be used to explore the world of IoT. LiNleBits, which is a kidfriendly magne<c electronics system, does have a WiFi extension, but it is expensive and lacks a
common build system. The LiNleBits cloudBit component is also not included in the LiNleBits
educa<onal kits, and is therefore not being used in classrooms as a way to teach students about
the Internet of Things. Interfaces such as Scratch and the Tynker App can be used to connect
LEGO WeDo and other educa<onal technologies to the internet, but can only control one device
at a <me which signiﬁcantly limits the diversity of possible crea<ons and gives a limited
representa<on of the power of the Internet of Things.

1.3 Problem Statement

Despite the lack of technology speciﬁcally dedicated to teaching young students about IoT,
many classrooms across the United States have s<ll found ways to educate students about IoT
and how it can be used. For example, crea<ng a “smart pot” for monitoring plants is a
commonly used ac<vity to explore the value of smart, connected products [16]. In a curriculum
published by the Na<onal Science Teachers Associa<on, students are challenged to iden<fy
parameters about a plant that are important to measure and design a smart pot to incorporate
those sensing features. Students would then design their pot using CAD (Computer Aided
Design) soeware and come up with a paper prototype of how they would want to display the
informa<on. The curriculum then states that students could construct their pots using found
materials, and cites the LiNleBits cloud kit as a means to connect the pot to the internet.
However, the curriculum also states that students could simply end the ac<vity with a “sketchbased” or “crae-based” model of their smart pot that wasn’t connected to the internet and did
not contain any sensors [16]. These representa<ve solu<ons fail to enable students to actually

engage with engineering ar<facts and lack the tangible connec<on to the engineering design
process.
While ac<vi<es like the smart planter are a good star<ng point for introducing the Internet of
Things, teachers are lee with an inability to actually enable students to create their own smart,
connected solu<ons to engineering design problems. While LEGO Robo<cs pla5orms, DIY
microprocessors, and other technologies such as LiNleBits can be used in classrooms to enable
students to build func<onal ar<facts, these products are expensive, not easily connected to the
internet, and oeen require addi<onal materials to enable students to truly create their own
solu<ons. Crea<ng a technology that contains an internet-enabled processor, build system, and
programming interface speciﬁcally designed to enable 1st-6th grade students to create their own
smart, connected products will present a solu<on to this problem by elimina<ng the need for
projects to end in representa<ve solu<ons and enable young students to engage in hands-on
learning with the Internet of Things.

1.4 Thesis Ques<ons

In this study, I aNempted to lower the barrier to entry to using the Internet of Things with young
students by designing and prototyping an IoT pla5orm speciﬁcally for the elementary school
senng. Once the new pla5orm was developed, it was tested in a formal learning environment
with 2nd grade students. This study was used as an ini<al explora<on of the following two
research ques<ons:
I.

What does a technology pla5orm (hardware and soeware) for teaching elementary
school students about the Internet of Things look like

II.

Are students able to incorporate the Internet of Things into their problem-solving
strategies using the developed technology?

2. Methodology
2.1 Scope and Speciﬁca<on of New Technology

One of the main objec<ves of this project was to develop a technology that enabled elementary
school students to learn about the Internet of Things. The most important part of an IoT device
is its connec<on to the internet, and its ability to func<on untethered to a tablet, laptop, or
other compu<ng source. The new technology needed to consist of a main component, which

would be some type of microprocessor to act as the brain of the device and contain sensors and
actuators that would allow students both to collect informa<on and control the ac<ons of
physical objects; it also needed a coding interface for crea<ng dashboards and controlling the
rela<onships between the sensors and actuators.
Given the natural constraints of an IoT pla5orm and the target end user, the following list of
user needs was generated:
•

Each main component must be connected to the internet

•

Each main component must be powered individually and without a wired connec<on

•

Each smart hub must be easy to recognize individually amongst a group of smart hubs

•

There must be a standard build system to construct physical solu<ons around the main
components, sensors, and actuators that is appropriate for students ages 7 and up

•

The pla5orm must allow for a diversity of student solu<ons to any engineering design
problem

•

The user interface for coding must be accessible to students ages 7 and up

•

The cost of the pla5orm must be between $800-$2,000 based on the cost of other
educa<onal technology pla5orms [12]

Using these key constraints, the set of engineering requirements detailed in Table 1 was
generated. The reac<on <me from a given input (such as a buNon press) to a given output (such
as an LED light turning on) must be within the range of one second. Any lag larger than one
second could cause students to become frustrated/confused and would limit the students
mo<va<on and interest to create with the technology. Especially since the purpose of the
Internet of Things is to connect devices and allow for real <me interac<on, the reac<on <me
from input to output was an important considera<on throughout the design process.
Addi<onally, the number of devices that can be connected at once was an important
considera<on. The goal is to give every student in a class the ability to control some of the
intelligence in a network of devices; therefore the value of 30 devices at once was decided on
based on the desire to support enough devices such that every child in most classrooms could
have their own. While this engineering requirement is somewhat dependent of the nature of

the Wi-Fi network being used, the soeware interface for this technology should s<ll be designed
with the goal of being able to support 30 main components at once.
With the target end user of this technology being elementary school classes, the baNery life of 5
hours of use was decided on to make sure that the technology could last for a week’s worth of 1
hour classes without needing to be recharged. The size of the main components was
determined based oﬀ the size of the LEGO Brick. To ensure that the LEGO build system would be
an appropriate scale compared to the main component, a main component size of a 4x6x4
LEGO brick was used to determine the ideal size value. The <me to setup and cost speciﬁca<ons
were both determined with the needs of elementary school classrooms in mind. The new IoT
pla5orm must be easy to setup and reasonably priced in order to ensure that it could be used in
a formal learning environment.
Table 1. Engineering Requirements for Technology Designed for this Study
Requirement

Unit

Desired Value

Reac<on <me from input to output

Seconds

1

Number of main components that can func<on at one
<me

# of Devices

30

BaNery life of main component (while in use)

Hours

4

Size of each main component

inches

1.9” x 1.25” x 1.5”

Time to Setup

Minutes

5

Cost of main component

US Dollars

$15.00

Cost of class set of main components and actuators
must be comparable or below similar educa<onal
technologies [12]

US Dollars

$1,000.00

2.2 Descrip<on of User Test

A user test was conducted to evaluate the eﬀec<veness of the new IoT pla5orm. The goal of the
user test was to observe how the new technology func<oned in an elementary school
classroom and determine if it could in fact be used as a tool to teach young students about the
Internet of Things. This study was conducted in a second grade coding classes at a private school
in New England, which is a course dedicated to introducing students to computer science by

using diﬀerent coding pla5orms to solve engineering design problems. The school where tes<ng
was conducted is an independent, coeduca<onal day school that prides itself on oﬀering a
fundamentally diﬀerent approach to teaching and learning. An inherent part of this school’s
mission is to encourage students to think cri<cally and uniquely about the world around them.
The new IoT pla5orm was tested in both sec<ons of this coding class with eight and seven
students in each class, respec<vely. Each class sec<on had three, one-hour sessions with the
technology.
In the ﬁrst session, students were given a brief introduc<on to the Internet of Things and as a
class brainstormed diﬀerent things from everyday life that are already connected to the
internet. Next, students were introduced to the new IoT pla5orm and given a smart brick, a
buNon sensor, a recorder/speaker module, and a premade dashboard (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Dashboard Given to Students During First Class Session
Next, the principal inves<gator challenged students to use LEGO bricks to create an animal, then
use the recorder module to record the sound that animal makes, and then actuate the playing
of that sound using the grove buNon. Lastly, students were asked to change the buNon being
read to one of their friends buNons, so that their animal making noise was actuated by a buNon
that wasn’t their own.

During the second session, students were challenged to incorporate one grove sensor and one
grove actuator into a zoo exhibit featuring the LEGO animal they built in the ﬁrst class session.
Students were then challenged to build a dashboard for a zoo keeper that had informa<on
about not only their animal, but also some of the other animals in the class as well.
During the last class session, students con<nued building their zoo exhibits and construc<ng
their dashboards. At the end of the last class session students shared their exhibits and
dashboards with the rest of the class and had a debrieﬁng discussion about what they learned,
what they liked about the new technology, and what they wished was diﬀerent.
The main two learning objec<ves for students across the three sessions with the new
technology were: (1) data from lots of diﬀerent types of sources can be combined to tell a story
and convey important informa<on and (2) the Internet of Things is a means for both sensing
(data collec<on) and actua<on (making things happen based on data).

3. Overview of SymbIOTics* Technology

*The newly developed IoT Pla5orm will be referred to as SymbIOTics from now on

3.1 SymbIOTics Pla5orm Design and Overview

The goal of the SymbIOTics pla5orm is to enable elementary school students to easily design
using the Internet of Things. Therefore, the en<re system must be intui<ve for young children to
interact and conducive to the logis<cal constraints of a formal learning environment. The
SymbIOTics system needed to consist of hardware subsystem and a soeware subsystem that
together would allow young students to engage in the engineering design process using the
Internet of Things.
Altogether, the SymbIOTics system consists of three main components: (1) The smart brick
containing the Wio Node and baNery, (2) The grove sensor/actuator modules, and (3) the
LabVIEW Dashboard crea<on interface (Figure 4). In the ideal use case, each student in a class
would get at least one smart brick and have a variety of sensors and actuators to pick from to
bring their ideas to life. Not every student needs to have the same sensors and actuators, but
rather selec<ng the modules becomes part of their problem solving and engineering design
process. In total, the cost of one main component is approximately $15.00, and the cost of a
class set of 30 main components, 30 sensors and 30 actuators would be approximately
$1,000.00 [14, 18].

Figure 4: Overview of SymbIOTics System
Each student should also have access to a computer with the LabVIEW dashboard crea<on
interface. Students can then drag and drop sensor and actuator modules, images, and text onto
their dashboard. Using the dashboard, students can read in sensor values and control actuators.
They can also write rules, which control the behavior of actuators based on sensor values. By

changing the name of the smart brick on each of the dashboard modules, students can read
from/write to every brick in the class, not just their own. Given that there are only two sensor
ports per smart brick, students will hopefully discover that they can build much more powerful
systems if they read from classmates’ bricks as well as their own, instead of just crea<ng with
only their system.

3.2 SymbIOTics Physical Device
3.2.1 Wio Node System
The most important aspect of the SymbIOTics pla5orm is the fact that it is connected to the
internet. Selec<ng a microprocessor that would easily connect to a wireless network, and stay
connected was the most important factor. The Wio Node (Figure 5) is a small, low-cost, Wi-Fi
enabled board with two grove sensor ports and a lithium-ion baNery port. Built around an ESP
8266 Wi-Fi module, the Wio Node board is speciﬁcally designed for IoT systems that require the
use of several diﬀerent nodes that all communicate with each other.

Figure 5: Wio Node Diagram [14]
At $9.90 a board and 1.10” x 1.10” x 0.26”, the low cost and compact design of the board made
it the clear choice for the brain of the SymbIOTics system. A 400mAh lithium-ion baNery was
selected to power each Wio Node. The average power consump<on of a Wio Node is 70mA.
Therefore, the baNery is easily able to power the main component for 5 hours of con<nuous use
while also ﬁnng within the desired maximum size for the main component [17].
Each Wio Node contains two grove sensor ports with an output voltage of 3.3V each. Each port
has the standard four-pin grove connec<on and is compa<ble with digital and I2C sensors. One
of the ports is also compa<ble with analog sensors and actuators and the other port is

compa<ble with UART sensors and actuators. The ability to use the plug-and-play Grove sensor
system was another reason why the Wio Node was selected as the brain of the SymbIOTics
system.
The Wio Node system is controlled by the Wio Link mobile app (available for free on both the
Apple and Android opera<ng systems). Through the app, users can add Wio Nodes to their
account, select which sensors and actuators are plugged into which ports, and wirelessly upload
the ﬁrmware to the board. This transforms the plug-and-play Grove modules into RESTful APIs,
which can be accessed through a link with an access token from any internet connec<on (Figure
6).

Figure 6: Wio Node System Architecture
3.2.2 Grove Sensor System
Grove is a modular, plug-and-play prototyping system consis<ng of base units (usually a
microprocessor) and sensor and actuator modules. The goal of the grove system is to make
quality sensors and actuators quicker and easier to use by elimina<ng the need for soldering
and/or breadboarding [18]. Each Grove module serves a single purpose that can be as simple as
a single LED and as complicated as an air-quality sensor. Altogether the Grove system contains

over 50 diﬀerent sensors and approximately 35 diﬀerent actuators and displays to allow for an
immense diversity of poten<al projects.
For the SymbIOTics pla5orm, a variety of sensors and actuators that are appropriate for
elementary school students were selected. A complete list of sensors and actuators currently
compa<ble with the SymbIOTics system can be found in Appendix A.
3.2.3 LEGO Build System
To allow students to easily construct physical objects that incorporated the Wio Node and the
Grove sensors, LEGO compa<ble cases/mounts were created for all components. This enables
students to use standard LEGO bricks as the main construc<on element of the SymbIOTics
system.

Figure 7a (top): Main Component Exploded Parts View
Figure 7b (BoNom Lee): Main Component Assembled Isometric View
Figure 7c (BoNom Right): Main Component Assembled BoNom View

The Wio Node and lithium-ion BaNery are incased in a 3D-printed LEGO shell (Figure 7).
Together, they make up the “smart brick”, which houses all of the intelligence and power for
each main component of the SymbIOTics system. To enable users to easily turn on and oﬀ the
smart brick, the lithium-ion baNery and the Wio Node are wired together in a circuit containing
two neodymium magnets (Figure 8b). When users want to turn the smart brick on, they simply
take one of the switch pieces (Figure 8a) that contains two neodymium magnets wired together
and connect it to the smart brick. This closes the circuit and turns the brick on. When students
are done using the smart brick, the switch piece can be removed, turning the smart brick oﬀ.
This design allowed for the most compact conﬁgura<on of the Wio Node and the baNery, while
also allowing for cordless on/oﬀ control. Earlier itera<ons of the casing design had the baNery
and Wio Node as two separate pieces that connected magne<cally when the Wio was in use.
However, this design made it diﬃcult for students to build without turning on and oﬀ the Wio
accidentally, which is not a problem with the switch design. The top and boNom of the smart
brick are LEGO compa<ble, to allow students to create easily around the SymbIOTics system
with standard LEGO bricks. The boNom of the smart brick is a laser-cut baseplate, which is not
only func<onal for aNaching LEGOs, but also serves as an area for the name of the smart brick
and the loca<on of the ports to be etched for easy iden<ﬁca<on.

Figure 8a (Right): Wio Node, BaNery, and Neodymium Magnet Circuit
Figure 8b (Lee): Magne<c Switch Piece Schema<c
The Grove sensors were mounted on 1/8” acrylic laser-cut mounts with LEGO sized holes
around the outside (Figure 9) This enables students to build with LEGOs and aNach any grove
sensor to their crea<on.

Figure 9: Example Grove Sensors/Actuators with LEGO Mounts

3.3 SymbIOTics Soeware Interface
3.3.1 Overall Architecture/LabVIEW Code
The Wio Link mobile applica<on that allows users to upload ﬁrmware to the Wio Node
generates a RESTful API with the necessary controls for each connected grove module [14]. A
RESTful API is a type of applica<on program interface that uses HTTP requests to read
informa<on using the GET command and send informa<on using the POST command. The Wio
Node API also contains commands for accessing general account informa<on, such as the name
of each node on an account and the access token of that node. The access token is the means of
diﬀeren<a<ng between the diﬀerent nodes in a single system, and acts as a security feature.
Without the proper access token, a node cannot be read from or wriNen to. Assembling all the
necessary informa<on into a Universal Resource Iden<ﬁer (URI) coupled with a GET or POST
command allows developers to easily access informa<on from Wio Nodes and desired user
accounts.
An interface that allows students to quickly and easily interact with the Wio Node system
without having to write their own code or locate/type in their access tokens was created using
LabVIEW, a graphical programming language commonly used by engineering students and
professionals. Figure 10 below shows the overall architecture of the system. All the Wio Nodes
for one class must be added in the app using one Seeed Studios account. By logging into this
account the account owner can ﬁnd their user token. Using this single token, a list of available
online nodes from that account and their access tokens is generated. This list is then populated
to each of the dashboard objects corresponding to each grove module. These dashboard
objects contain a control for the name of the Wio the module is plugged into, the port it is

connected to, and other relevant parameters. Dragging and dropping these diﬀerent items onto
the dashboard automa<cally populates the back panel with the necessary code to assemble the
module parameters and Wio access token into the URI for the GET or POST request. For the
user tes<ng conducted in this study, all of the nodes were added to one account prior to being
used in the classroom, and the user token was populated through the soeware.

Figure 10: Wio System Architecture
Users can also write simple rules that control the behavior of an actuator based on a sensor
value. There are two categories of rules: Boolean rules and numeric rules. Boolean rules relate a
truth value for a sensor to a truth value of an actuator. For example, “If a buNon is pressed, then
turn on the LED” is an example of a Boolean rule. The rules sec<on of the SymbIOTics LabVIEW
code automa<cally populates the rule dropdowns with the sensors and actuators present on
the dashboard, and sets the actuator Boolean equal to the sensor Boolean. A numeric rule
maps the value of a sensor to the value of an actuator. For example, the value of a light sensor
can be mapped to the number of lights to be lit up on the LED light strip so that as the sensor
value gets lower (darker) more LED lights will be lit up. This all happens automa<cally without
the user needing to write any code themselves.

3.3.2 User Interface
Since the SymbIOTics system is designed for students ages 7 and up, the goal was to make the
coding interface as simple as possible. Students simply select the module they want to add to
the dashboard from the SymbIOTics pallet, and drop it onto their dashboard. From there they
can move the object around and change diﬀerent controls as desired. All user-controlled
components of the interface are either drop-down menus, clickable buNons, or numeric
controls, elimina<ng the need for students to write text-based code. Students can also drag
images onto their dashboard and double-click to type text.
Figure 11 below shows the SymbIOTics pallet and an example dashboard. Each module item is
labeled with the name of the grove module and the diﬀerent controls or indicators that
correspond to that module. Students can control the sensor/actuator from the corresponding
dashboard module. Student can also drag a “Rules” module onto their dashboard, which allows
them to create a correla<on between a sensor and an actuator.

Figure 11a (Lee): SymbIOTics LabVIEW PaleNe
Figure 11b (Right): Example SymbIOTics Dashboard
The rules are set up like an “If this, then that” statement. Students can select a sensor and have
the value of that sensor control a selected actuator. For example, if I wanted the buzzer to buzz

every <me I pressed a buNon, I would set up the rule to say “If buNon sensor pressed, then
buzzer actuate.” For sensors/actuators that are non-binary, users can write a “set X equal to Y”
statement that will map the value of a sensor to the value of an actuator. For example, a user
can write a rule so that a temperature sensor can control the number of LEDs lit up on a light
strip by selec<ng “set the temperature sensor value equal to the number of LEDs lit up on the
light strip.” If there are mul<ple instances of the same type of module, i.e. two diﬀerent buNons
or two LEDs, the interface will automa<cally number them to dis<nguish between the instances.
Each diﬀerent component is color coded. Sensor components are blue, actuator components
are yellow, and rules are purple. If a sensor value is trying to be read but can’t be read, the
sensor indicator will be grayed out, indica<ng to the user that there is a problem with the
reading.
3.3.3 SoJware LimitaLons
While the SymbIOTics soeware system is fully func<onal, it has several limita<ons in its present
state. Currently, the SymbIOTics system is func<onal only with a Seeed Studio’s account and the
Wio Link mobile app. The mobile app is needed to add main components, name main
components, and upload ﬁrmware for the desired sensors and actuators. Addi<onally, each new
user account will have a new user account token. In order to use the SymbIOTics dashboard
soeware, this user account token will need to be inserted into each layer of the code. The
SymbIOTics system also currently has a hard-coded refresh rate of one second for checking
sensors and upda<ng rules. In future itera<ons, this refresh rate would be accessible for the
user to control as desired.
Another important limita<on of the SymbIOTics system is its dependence on an accessible Wi-Fi
network. Each Wio and each laptop being used must be connected to a Wi-Fi network in order
for the SymbIOTics system to func<on. In this study, a mobile Wi-Fi hotspot was used to avoid
genng devices on the secured school network. However, the need for devices to be connected
to a Wi-Fi network, while an inherent part of IoT, does pose logis<cal challenges in most formal
learning environments.

4. User Tes6ng Results
4.1 User Tes<ng Results Overview

Overall, the SymbIOTics system performed as expected when used in a second grade classroom.
Students were able to successfully combine LEGO building bricks and the SymbIOTics hub,
actuators, and sensors to complete hands on ac<vi<es exploring the internet of things. Students
created a diverse set of solu<ons to an engineering design prompt, and easily used the
technology to integrate the internet of things into their thought processes and design solu<ons.
Students were also able to successfully use the LabVIEW dashboard interface to read the
sensors, control actuators, and write rules. While students clearly understood the purpose of
the computer interface, they were very unfamiliar with using laptops, and struggled to use the
trackpad for ac<ons such as dragging items onto the dashboard and clicking on drop down
menus. Addi<onally, the use of the WiFi hotspot was eﬀec<ve, but slowed the system response
<me down to about 5 seconds. While this signiﬁcant delay caused some ini<al confusion, it
sparked an interes<ng and valuable dialog about how the technology was working, and did not
prevent the main learning objec<ves of the ac<vi<es described in sec<on 2.2 from being
achieved. Students were also excited to see their crea<ons come to life, and happily shared
their success with classmates and the instructors.

4.1 Internet of Things Discussion and SymbIOTics System Introduc<on

The ﬁrst class was started with an introductory discussion of the Internet of Things. The
principal inves<gator began by posing the ques<on: What is the internet? While many students
could give examples of things the internet was used for, none of them had an understanding
that the internet is a network with many things connected to it. Aeer brainstorming examples of
things that are connected to the internet, such as cell phones and gaming systems, students
were excited to discuss the func<onality that could be added to everyday items by connec<ng
them to the internet. One student was par<cularly excited about the idea of connec<ng her
sneakers to the internet so she could track her steps. Other students came up with common IoT
applica<ons for kitchen appliances and other household objects such as the lights and the
Television.

Next, students were introduced to the SymbIOTics system and told that they would get to build
their own IoT crea<ons using the hub, actuators, and sensors. Many students didn’t know what
sensors and actuators were, so it was explained that sensors measure diﬀerent types of
informa<on, and actuators perform various types of ac<ons. Every student was able to
successfully turn on their smart brick using the magne<c switch.

4.3 Ac<vity 1 Results

For the ﬁrst ac<vity, every student across both sec<ons successfully built an animal, recorded
the sound that animal made, and actuated the playing of that sound using the buNon. The
animal theme was chosen because it is a subject that all second grade students are familiar
with, and ensured that the ac<vity itself would not be challenging for students. This way, the
func<onality of the technology could be evaluated without concern that the ac<vity itself was
preven<ng students from being successful. Students were given the hub with the recorder/
speaker module and the buNon module already aNached, as well as the dashboard with the
rule already wriNen. Figure 12 below shows the materials students were given at the beginning
of the ac<vity. Figure 13 shows examples of the LEGO animals that students created.

Figure 12: Materials Given to Students for Ac<vity 1

Figure 13a (lee): Student build of a monkey
Figure 13b (center): Student build of an alligator
Figure 13c (right): Student build of a bird
One interes<ng observa<on is that while students were excited to build a LEGO animal and
enjoyed genng to record and playback sounds, they were hesitant to incorporate the brick into
the animal they were building. All of the students in the ﬁrst sec<on and all but two of the
students in the second sec<on kept the SymbIOTics components completely separate from the
LEGO bricks they were using to build their animals. This was in large part due to an unfamiliarity
with the components and a fear of breaking them. Even though my example animal showed the
LEGO duck placed on top of the SymbIOTics hub and connected to the speaker and the buNon,
students s<ll lee the hub and other components out of their builds. It was only aeer the
classroom teacher and I re-emphasized to the class that they could build with the hub and all
other components however they wanted that the majority of the students began to actually
incorporate the SymbIOTics components more directly into their builds.
In the second part of the ac<vity, students were challenged to make their buNon control the
playing of someone else’s animal noise. When asked how we could achieve this goal, students
immediately said that they should change the name of the hub being controlled on the
dashboard. They all understood that the name of the hub was what determined where the
desired commands were being sent. One pair of students, however, changed the hub they were
controlling on both the buNon sensor and the recorder components of the dashboard. When
they pressed their buNon, they were confused why nothing happened. Since they had changed
the name of the hub on both the buNon component and the recorder/speaker component,
their buNon was no longer controlling anything. Aeer discussing this with the PI, the two

students were able to iden<fy the change they needed to make and successful actuate their
friend’s animal using their buNon.
The main goals of this ac<vity were to: (1) test the SymbIOTics pla5orm’s technical viability in a
classroom environment, and (2) introduce students to both the Internet of Things and the
SymbIOTics system. The ﬁrst goal was achieved throughout the ac<vity as the main bricks
stayed powered on, connected to the internet, and func<oned as expected for the dura<on of
the class. The dashboard interface and physical components were all used by the students and
neither broke or reacted in ways that deemed them dysfunc<onal. The second goal was
achieved through both the ini<al discussion of IoT and the building ac<vity, where students
were given the opportunity to explore IoT by building an internet enabled crea<on.

4.4 Ac<vity 2 Results

In the second ac<vity, students were given a smart brick with one random sensor and one
random actuator. Sensors and actuators were labeled with tags to help the second grade
students understand what they measured/actuated. For example, an ultrasonic sensor is not
something with which most second grade students are familiar, and it is not inherently obvious
what the sensor measures from simply looking at it. To help students understand what the
ultrasonic sensor does, a tag that says “distance” was aNached, indica<ng that the ultrasonic
sensor measures distance.
Every student successfully incorporated a sensor and actuator into their animal’s zoo exhibit.
This means that each exhibit had a sensor measuring some value and an actuator module
performing some type of no<ceable output. Some examples are shown in Figure 14. Students
developed and constructed these ideas independently. Figure 14a shows an alligator exhibit
that has a temperature sensor measuring how cold the water is and displaying it on the numeric
display. Figure 14b shows a Giraﬀe exhibit with a touch sensor and an LED Light. If the Giraﬀe
gets hurt, it can touch the touch sensor, which will turn on the light to tell the zoo keeper that
something is wrong. Figure 14c shows how a student used the LED light strip as an emo<onal
meter for his penng zoo exhibit. The color of the lights and the number of lights lit up on the
strip indicate to the zoo keeper how the animals in the penng zoo are feeling. This student also

used the ultrasonic sensor to measure how close visitors were genng to the animals in the
penng zoo. Lastly, Figure 14d shows a handicapped turtle that is mounted on a servo motor.
Visitors at the zoo can use the knob to move the turtle to diﬀerent posi<ons since it can’t move
around on its own.

Figure 14a (Top Lee): Alligator with temperature sensor and numeric display
Figure 14b (Top Right): Giraﬀe with touch sensor and LED
Figure 14c (BoNom Lee): Penng zoo with emo<onal meter
Figure 14d (BoNom Right): Turtle mounted on servo motor controlled by poten<ometer
In order to bring these animal exhibits to life, students had to drag the sensor and actuator
modules onto their dashboard, and select the name of their smart brick as well as the port the
sensor/actuator was plugged into. Most students were able to do this independently, and those
that did need help were oeen struggling with using the trackpad, not struggling to properly use
the interface. Once students were able to read the sensor values and make something happen
with their actuator, they were encouraged to add rules to the dashboard. Every student was

able to successfully create a rule, but not all of the students decided that they wanted to use
the rule in their ﬁnal design, but rather preferred to control their actuator using the manual
control on the dashboard. When asked about why they preferred using the manual control,
students’ responses reﬂected that the manual control ﬁt beNer into the narra<ve they were
telling about their zoo exhibit.
Aeer students had their own zoo exhibit completed, they were challenged to improve their
dashboard so that a zoo keeper could use one interface to see informa<on about and control
components of many of the diﬀerent exhibits. To do this, students understood that they needed
to drag addi<onal sensor and actuator modules on their dashboard and select the appropriate
hub name and port number. Aeer students completed the ac<vity, their dashboards were saved
and analyzed by the PI. Aeer looking at all fourteen dashboards across the two sec<ons, data
about the number of diﬀerent components used by the students were analyzed. As shown in
Table 2, all but 3 students were able to incorporate at least one SymbIOTics hub that wasn’t
their own. Most students were more interested in controlling each other’s actuators than they
were in reading in sensor informa<on, as shown by the fact that most dashboards contained
more actuators than sensors. Addi<onally, ﬁve students wrote at least one rule that created a
rela<onship between a sensor and actuator from diﬀerent smart hubs.
Table 2. Quan6ta6ve Data about Student Dashboards
Dashboard
Number

Class
Sec<on

Number of Smart
Bricks Accessed other
Than Student’s Own
Smart Brick

Number of
Sensors on
Dashboard

Number of
Actuators on
Dashboard

Number of
Rules on
Dashboard

Number of Rules
With a Sensor and
Actuator from
diﬀerent Smart Bricks

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1
2
2
2
1
0
3
2
4
3
0
0
1
2

1
2
1
3
1
1
2
1
5
4
1
1
2
1

2
3
3
3
2
1
4
3
5
4
1
1
2
3

2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
3
1
1
1
1

0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
2
0
0
1
0

Also, the diversity of student solu<ons to this ac<vity was analyzed. Since every student in each
class was given a hub with diﬀerent sensors and actuators, it was hard to measure solu<on
diversity within a class, since the materials given inherently produced dras<cally diﬀerent
student crea<ons. However, between the two sec<ons there were two students that had the
same sensor/actuator combina<on. Comparing the work of the students who were given the
same materials revealed that no sensor/actuator combina<ons were incorporated into the
animal exhibit in the same way. Figure 15 below shows one example of the comparison of the
same sensor/actuator combina<on being used in diﬀerent ways. Figure 15a shows the use of
the PIR Mo<on sensor to protect a bird’s food. When the sensor detects mo<on near the food,
the buzzer goes oﬀ signaling that some other animal might be trying to steal it. Figure 15b
shows how the same sensor was used to determine if the cat was being pet. If the mo<on of the
penng was detected, then the buzzer would go oﬀ represen<ng the cat purring. This is just one
example of how diﬀerent students incorporated the sensors and actuators into their designs in
unique ways.

Figure 15a (Lee): Bird with mo<on sensor/buzzer
Figure 15b (Right): Cat with mo<on sensor/buzzer
Both of the main two learning objec<ves for this ac<vity were achieved. Students collected
diﬀerent informa<on from the animal exhibits to convey important informa<on to a zoo keeper.
To accomplish this, students used the Internet of Things as a means for both data collec<on and
making things happen based on that data. Most importantly, students were able to complete

these objec<ves through a variety of solu<on paths and ideas, which indicates that the
technology itself was intui<ve enough for students to integrate into their thought processes.

5. Discussion
5.1 Observa<ons and Analysis of the Internet of Things in a Formal Learning
Environment

Based on the quan<ta<ve and qualita<ve data collected from the student dashboards, there are
several inferences that can be made about the learning happening with the SymbIOTics system.
Ini<ally, students had very liNle concept of what the internet was and how it could be used in
applica<ons other than a computer, cell phone, or gaming system. However, aeer interac<ng
with the SymbIOTics system, they were able to understand not only what a network of devices
is, but also use that understanding to create their own internet-connected ar<facts. Evidence of
this understanding was obtained during the last class session, when students were asked to
draw a schema<c diagram of their LEGO zoo exhibit. Figure 16 below shows two examples of
student schema<cs. In Figure 16a, the student drew an arrow between the smart brick and the
computer labeled “goes all the way to Hong Kong”. This is referring to the idea that the signal
from the computer travels all the way to a server in Hong Kong, which then sends a signal to the
Wio Node inside the smart brick. The lack of a physical connec<on between the computer and
the smart brick depicted in this schema<c further illustrates that this student understood how
informa<on was being transferred over the internet. In the schema<c shown in Figure 16b, the
student labeled the smart brick as being connected to the internet. The depic<on of internet
connec<vity in these student schema<cs indicates a mental understanding of not only how the
technology can be used, but also how it works on a technical level.

Figure 16a (Lee): Student schema<c of alligator zoo exhibit
Figure 16b(Right): Student schema<c of turtle zoo exhibit
Overall, students seemed much more excited by genng to build their own LEGO zoo animals
and exhibits than they were by using the dashboard interface. Some students had to be
prompted to create the dashboards, but were willing to use it when asked. As they ﬁnished
building and began to get more comfortable with the dashboard interface and with using the
laptops, they were excited to create rules and watch their crea<on come to life. Across both
sec<ons, it was clear that every child had the ability to use the interface. However, there were a
few students who weren’t interested in using rules, and were happy to just manually control
their actuator and see the value of the sensor on their screen. This was echoed by the fact that
most students were very excited to control their classmates’ actuators, and less excited by
reading their sensor values. Finding ways to make data acquisi<on equally or even more exci<ng
than actua<on will be an important challenge when designing future curriculum for Internet of
Things technologies.
Aeer students had their own zoo exhibit func<oning the way they wanted it to, all but three
students started to populate their dashboards with other students’ grove components. This
again illustrates their ability to understand that the smart bricks were all connected to one

network, allowing them to access informa<on from other bricks. This also led to valuable and
important discussions between students about what their actuators did and how they were
incorporated into the zoo exhibit. Towards the end of Ac<vity 2, the majority of the students
had shieed their focus from crea<ng their own exhibits to telling a cohesive story about their
class zoo by building a dashboard for the zoo keeper. The three students that did not add other
students’ components to their dashboard remained focused on con<nuing to build their zoo
exhibit and remained ﬁxated on the physical aspect of the project as opposed to the soeware
component.
The complete openness between a class set of smart bricks in a SymbIOTics system led to an
important learning opportunity. As more and more students in the class started controlling each
other’s components, some<mes the actuator would perform in a way that the owner of that
actuator didn’t like because another student was controlling it. While this caused some ini<al
confusion and frustra<on it also sparked some valuable discussions about who could control the
actuator. In one case, several students were controlling a DC motor, which was a water splasher
built for the turtle exhibit. They decided as a group that they could all control the motor since
the zoo keeper would probably use only one dashboard at a <me. Another pair of students had
an argument about who could control the LED light strip. They ul<mately decided that the
owner of the actuator should get to control it. While seemingly not important, these
conversa<ons get at the important issue of security in IoT technologies. Beyond learning
teamwork and compromise skills, students were also exposed to the challenges presented when
devices are accessible via the internet.
Overall, the second grade students were able to use all of the features of the SymbIOTics system
and were proof that young students can learn with, and about, the Internet of Things.
While there were many aspects of the SymbIOTics system that need to be improved in future
itera<ons, the system overall led to several posi<ve learning outcomes and is a concrete
example of how the Internet of Things can be used in a formal learning environment.

5.2 Analysis of SymbIOTics Physical Design

Overall, the physical design of the SymbIOTics system was successful during classroom use.
Students were able to use the magne<c switch piece to independently turn on and oﬀ the brick.
The LEGO studs on the smart brick and the mounts on the grove sensors/actuators were also
successful in enabling students to seamlessly use LEGO pieces to build their IoT crea<ons.
While the physical aspects of the system are all fully func<onal, there are several improvements
that could be made in future itera<ons. Adding a magne<c holder to keep the switch piece
aNached to the smart brick when the user wants the device to be oﬀ would eliminate the need
to store the switch pieces separately. The size of the smart brick could also be made slightly
smaller. Addi<onally, the size discrepancy between a regular LEGO brick and the smart brick was
slightly too large. Finding a smaller baNery to allow for a more compact smart brick would help
make it easier for students to incorporate the smart brick directly into what they are building,
instead of feeling the need to keep it separate.
Finally, diﬀeren<a<ng sensors and actuators using color-coded mounts would have helped make
it easier for students to understand what was being measured or controlled. Matching the color
of the mount to the color of the computer interface module would be a helpful improvement
for future itera<ons of this system.

5.3 Analysis of SymbIOTics Soeware Design

The SymbIOTics soeware interface, while fully func<onal, could be improved in several ways to
enhance the overall func<onality of the SymbIOTics system. The largest shortcoming of the
LabVIEW Dashboard Interface is the lack of a device management system. Users are forced to
use the Wio Link smartphone app to add smart bricks, change WiFi Networks, and upload new
ﬁrmware. This means that students were not able to independently select sensors and
actuators and instead were assigned a brick with the appropriate ﬁrmware pre-uploaded. This
was done to prevent using the already limited amount of instruc<onal <me by having to upload
ﬁrmware. However, giving students the freedom to select their own sensors and actuators and
upload their own ﬁrmware would greatly enhance the overall system. In order to add this
device management component to the SymbIOTics system using the Wio Nodes, an

independent server would need to be created separate from the servers Seeed Studio’s owns
and maintains.
Another important revision that could be made to the SymbIOTics system is the overall layout
and aesthe<cs. On several occasions, students were unclear if sensor data were being read
because the numeric indicators for sensor values were too small, and surrounded by other
informa<on. While the LabVIEW interface was func<onal, students were unfamiliar with the
pallet layout and generally had a hard <me interac<ng with the dashboard because they had to
use a laptop with a trackpad. Most young students are more familiar with touch screen, so
revising the interface to be func<onal on a tablet would also make the dashboard easier for
students to interact with.
Lastly, the rules component of the dashboard interface should be expanded upon to allow
students to create more complex rela<onships between components. Currently, the rules are
set up to relate two Boolean values together or two numeric values together. A Boolean sensor
can’t control a numeric actuator, and vice versa. Changing this so that any sensor and actuator
could be paired together would allow for greater solu<on diversity and prevent confusion
caused when students tried to create rules between modules that couldn’t be paired together.
Addi<onally, adding a feature to allow for numerical and comparison statements instead of
simply senng sensor values equal to actuator values would also allow for students to create
more complex systems. For example, in future itera<ons students should be able to write a rule
that says “if sensor value is greater than ﬁve turn on the actuator” or “set the actuator value
equal to the sensor value plus ten”.

6. Conclusion
6.1 Conclusions

The SymbIOTics system was developed to allow elementary school students to learn about the
Internet of Things by building their own smart, connected products. Despite some minor
limita<ons due to network speeds and soeware interface, the SymbIOTics system is a fully
func<onal prototype of a technology pla5orm designed speciﬁcally for elementary school
classrooms. While the ﬁve-second latency between user input to actuator/dashboard interface

output was longer than desired, it did not hinder students’ ability to interact with the system
and understand how the technology worked. With a technology system successfully developed,
user tes<ng in a formal learning environment was able to be conducted.
One important conclusion gathered from the use of the SymbIOTics system in a formal learning
environment, is that young students can, in fact, understand important IoT concepts such as
internet connec<vity and a network of connected devices. These concepts are somewhat
abstract, and the lack of visible connec<on makes them challenging to visualize. However,
through the use of the SymbIOTics system, students were able to understand that all of the
SymbIOTics hubs were connected to one network, which meant that they could access
informa<on from them. One of the most powerful learning opportuni<es presented by the
Internet of Things is the ability to teach students that while they can build their own local
systems that serve dis<nct purposes, their system will be limited by the resources they have in
their possession. Through the use of internet connected devices, they will be able to build more
powerful systems that are no longer limited by the resources they possess.
Despite eﬀorts to design a system with classrooms in mind, the SymbIOTics system does s<ll
present schools with signiﬁcant barriers to entry for using Internet of Things technology with
students. The major barrier to entry is the internet connec<on itself. While mobile hotspots,
such as the one used in the tes<ng documented in this paper, eliminate the need to access the
school’s WiFi network, they require a strong cellular network signal, limit the amount of devices
that can be connected at a <me, and are a ﬁnancial burden. Finding ways to simplify the process
of connec<ng systems of devices to an internet network will be an important improvement for
future itera<ons of this system and other similar systems. Addi<onally, crea<ng a soeware
interface for managing devices and interac<ng with them that can be run on a variety of
diﬀerent compu<ng devices will be very important. Most schools do not have an abundance of
laptops and need a soeware that can be run on tablets and chrome-books to accommodate
whatever devices are available. Keeping the unique needs of elementary school classrooms in
mind through future rounds of development will hopefully eliminate many of the barriers to
entry for using this technology and enable more students to have access to learning experiences
centered around the Internet of Things.

6.2 Poten<al for Pla5orm and Future Direc<ons

The SymbIOTics pla5orm, or a system with similar components and structure, has immense
poten<al for use in primary school classrooms. As smart, connected products con<nue to rise in
popularity and importance, educa<onal tools that facilitate learning with the Internet of Things
will be in higher demand. Many of the current limita<ons of the SymbIOTics system could be
solved through a more robust soeware system that incorporated both device management and
device interac<on from one interface. Addi<onally, con<nued user tes<ng in diﬀerent types of
classrooms and diﬀerent ages of students may present addi<onal user needs not ini<ally
considered in this study. Addi<onally, developing curriculum centered around the Internet of
Things will be an important step in more seamlessly integra<ng IoT technology into the
classroom.
The next step would be to revise the soeware system to have a more intui<ve and robust
interface that is accessible on tablet devices. This will hopefully eliminate the frustra<on and
diﬃculty many of the young students had with using the computer. Addi<onally, exploring the
beneﬁts of pairing every grove component with one smart brick to eliminate the need for
ﬁrmware changes would be important to explore as a way to iden<fy if this structural change
makes it easier for students to create their own IoT devices.
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Appendix A: Complete List of Compa<ble Grove Sensors and Actuators
Grove Sensor/Actuator Name

SKU

3-Axis Digital Accelerometer(±1.5g)

101020039

Temperature and Humidity Sensor Pro

101020019

Analog Light Sensor

101020022

Touch Sensor

101020037

Slide Poten<ometer

101020036

BuNon

101020003

Ultrasonic Sensor

101020010

PIR Mo<on Sensor

101020020

Rotary Angle Sensor

101020048

Recorder

103020018

Buzzer

107020000

Speaker

107020001

LED Strip

104020005

LED

104030005

0.96” OLED Display

104030011

LED Bar

104020006

180 Standard Servo

316010005

4 Digit Display

104030003

LEGO DC Motor*

NA

Con<nuous Rota<on Servo*

NA

*Not an oﬃcial part of the grove system, but are compa<ble with the SymbIOTics system with
an adapter cable.

